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Review and Photos by George Brown

3rd Rail Pennsy Class O-1/O-1a
Light Passenger Electric Locomotives

In the late 1920s, the Pennsylvania
Railroad was preparing for electrification
of its rail lines between New York and
Washington as well as Philadelphia and
Harrisburg. Designs and experimentation
with new electric locomotives were also
under way to replace the several classes of
steam locomotives used in various types of
service on these lines. In this plan, the
Class O-1 with a 4-4-4 wheel arrangement
(or 2-B-2 in lexicon of traction locomo-
tives) was supposed to replace the E-6 4-4-2
steamer in light, fast passenger service. For
heavy passenger service, the 4-6-4 Class P-5
(2-C-2) would substitute for the 4-6-2
Class K-4. 

Pe n n s y ’s  A l t o o n a
shops built four pairs of
O-1 electric locomotives
in 1930 and 1931 as
experimental engines.
Each engine weighed
approximately 150 tons,
and nearly half of that
weight rode on the four
72˝ drivers. Each pair of
O-1s comprised one of
four subclasses, each with
slightly different weight,
drive gearing, and tractive
effort: O-1, O-1a, O-1b,
and O-1c. All of these
boxcab engines rode on

roller bearings and used components from
different manufacturers that were designed
to Pennsy’s standard specifications. For
example, motors were from General
Electric, Westinghouse, and Brown-Boveri
and they could be interchanged between
classes of engines. Each drive axle had two
motors with quills and spring cups trans-
ferring power from the motor to the axle
and wheels. 

The heaviest class was the O-1a at
nearly 155 tons and 14,900 lbs of tractive
effort per unit. However, this tractive
effort was less than half the pull of the E-6
that the O-1 was designed to replace. As a

result, O-1s of the same subclass, such as
the O-1a, cab numbers 7852 and 7853,
were paired together for normal opera-
tions. Even paired, the O-1s were slippery
in starting, but once they were moving,
they were swift with a top speed of 90 mph.
As experimental locomotives, the O-1s
proved their mechanical and electrical
designs were successful with a number of
the designs later employed in the famed
GG-1. However, Pennsy’s operating
department quickly learned that engines
specialized to a particular type of service
was a mistake—a passenger engine must
be able to handle any train assigned to it,

light or heavy.
In spite of their lack-

luster pull ,  the O-1s
worked reliably over two
decades pulling trains
between Philadelphia and
Harrisburg as well as
between New York City
and Newark. Shuttling
empty passenger cars
about Pennsy’s Sunnyvale
Yard in New York closed
out the 2-B-2 boxcabs’
final years.

Our duo of 3-rail
evaluation engines from
3rd Rail modeled the
Pennsy O-1a, but theyDriver axles run in sprung journals.Although the equalizers move, they are non-functional.
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were pilot production models with
both units numbered 7852. In a con-
ve r s a t i on  w i th  Sco t t  Mann  o f
Sunset/3rd Rail, he confirmed that all
production units are numbered cor-
rectly with 7850 and 7851 for the Class
O-1, and for the Class 0-1a they are
numbered 7852 and 7853.

Construction and Features

In keeping with other products
from 3rd Rail, the pair of O-1s is all
brass with a sheet frame and built-up
cab bodies and side frames. Etched
sheet brass side and end panels for each
body show realistic rivet relief with lost
wax castings representing vent grilles,
lamp housings, windshield wipers,
multiple-unit (MU) connectors, train
lines, and other small details. For the
most part, manufacturing craftsman-
ship on these hand-built models
appeared to be excellent as was the
paint finish, lettering, and PRR key-
stone graphics. Unlike other 3rd Rail
products, the O-1s were built in China

instead of in Korea. 
Major dimensions of the model are

1:48 scale except for the deviations
necessary for 3-rail operation. My only
criticism relating to construction is the
position of the classification and
marker lamps. According to several
photos of the O-1s, these lamps should
be on the ends of each body and not on
the sides.

Inside the glazed cab windows are
seats and a control pedestal, but no fig-
ures representing the crew. Since the
O-1s are bidirectional locomotives, my
personal choice supports omitting crew
figures rather than dealing with them
riding at the wrong end of the engine
during reverse operation.

On the roof, both pantographs
raise and lower manually and are wired
to carry power from an overhead cate-
nary. For the traction modeler who has
an operational catenary, a slide switch
underneath each cab selects electrical
pick-up from either the track or the
catenary wire.

Although both 3-rail units appear

Casting representing the MU cable receptacles are visible
below the walkway. The large tinplate coupler inhibits installa-
tion of a pilot.
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identical, the lower numbered one (7852
on the O-1a) is the control unit housing
the electronics for the Lionel TrainMaster
Command Control (TMCC), RailSounds
4.0, and coil-operated ElectroCouplers.
This unit also has the requisite TMCC and
RailSounds control switches under the
cab. The other unit with the larger cab
number (7853) and an attached eight-wire

interconnect cable functions as a motorized
booster unit. This cable carries power to the
booster unit’s motor and lights. Both units
operate in unison as an MU consist, but
only the control unit can run independently.
However, in 2-rail versions of the O-1s, both
units can run independently.

A skew-wound Pittman motor in each
unit powers the coined brass drivers via

3rd Rail’s unique and patented Silent
Drive mechanism. This mechanism uses a
toothed drive belt between the motor and
a parallel drive shaft that turns in ball bear-
ings. 

Lighting includes directional head-
lights, LED classification and marker
lamps, and a constant brightness interior
light inside the default forward end of each

A manually operated retaining lever releases the operating and func-
tional pantograph to the raised position.

On 3-rail O-1s, the control unit has coil couplers while thumbtack couplers are on the booster unit.
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unit. Classification and marker lamps are always illuminated with green LEDs at
the default forward end of each unit and red at the back.

At Trackside

Over the past many years of reviewing O gauge products, I found most
brass 
locomotives usually needed several hours of break-in before they ran smoothly.
Not so with our O-1s. Out of the box the pair ran well whether deadheading or
pulling each of several different lengths and weights of trains, including our stan-
dard test train of aluminum passenger cars identified in the performance sidebar.
And like its prototype, our pair of 1:48 scale O-1s with tall drivers was fast and,
with its sound shut off, very quiet. The pair negotiated O42 and O54 curves with
the same grace and agility it displayed on O72 curves.

Unlike 3rd Rail locomotives that I’ve previously reviewed, the O-1s do not
have the Engineer-On-Board speed control. Their throttle response was not only
excellent using either the original TMCC and CAB-1 or the new Legacy system
with CAB-2, it was also predictable. Small throttle changes resulted in small
adjustments in speed, and large changes—well, they too were quite predictable,
and thank goodness for flywheel-equipped motors during a hasty shutdown. As a
side note, experience has taught me to set the stall voltage on new TMCC engines
that do not have speed control. Setting the stall voltage on the O-1s did slightly
improve the pair’s start and stop performance, but since performance was already
good, I didn’t expect much of a change. I had a lot of fun easing the O-1s with an
eight-car Pennsy mail train in tow into my passenger depot for a mail stop.
Departures from the depot were equally enjoyable as I worked the throttle for
smooth and realistic starts. 

Although I prefer using the CAB-1 or CAB-2 to run TMCC locomotives, I
experienced no unexpected surprises running the 3rd Rail boxcabs using the
Digital Command System from M.T.H. Electric Trains.

When running the O-1s together, the booster unit with its thumbtack style of
couplers is factory-configured as the trailing unit. Since the trailing unit normally
couples to the train, uncoupling the engines using the command remote is not
possible unless the engines are run in reverse. In fact, to me the 2-B-2 boxcabs
actually ran better in reverse order with the control unit coupled to the train, espe-
cially on tight O54 and O42 curves. If they were my engines, I would likely make
the necessary changes to the lights, motors, and coil couplers to run the booster
as the lead unit and the control unit in trail.

The control unit can run independently without the booster unit.

Each 3-rail unit has two pick-up rollers and traction tires on one pair of drivers.
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Genuine Limestone

HIGHBALL BALLAST
a solid track record

• For all scales: Z, N, HO, S, O, 1, G
• Send SASE for catlog

HIGHBALL PRODUCTS CO.
P.O. Box 43276 • Cincinnati OH 45243-0276

“I now have 20/20 sharpness” - says Pedro Pinhole

FRICKO PINHOLE LENS
• In focus from 3 inches to infinity.

• For miniature photos, gives dolls’ perspective, photos can be taken
aalooking up at models, perfect focus of foreground and background, no
aavertical line distortion. makes models look real.

• Available for 35mm SLR cameras: CANON, EOS, KONICA, MINOLTA,
aaNIKON, OLYMPUS, MAXXUM,PENTAX K, PENTAX S, YASHICA, 
aaCONTAX

Send SASE for information. A.J. Fricko Co.,
P.O. Box 43276, Cincinnati OH 45243-0276

• MTH Authorized Service Center •

SCAG’S
Electric Train Shop

114 Victory Blvd.
Staten Island, NY 10301

(718) 727-7373
FAX: (718) 727-5183

Low Prices and Great Service
Pre-Order Specialists

“We Do PS2 Upgrades”

www.e-zcatch.com

O Gauge & Tinplate Traditions

PRR Class O-1/O-1a light passenger electric locomotives 
Two powered units, TMCC with RailSounds 4.0; 3-rail, O42 curve, 2-rail, 48˝ radius; 
length including coupler 27-1/4˝

Price: $999.95

Made in China by 3rd Rail Division of Sunset Models, 37 S. Fourth St., Campbell, CA 95008

408-866-1727; www.3rdrail.com

3rd Rail Class 0-1 Performance
(sound: on)

Weight on Driving Wheels (control unit): 4 lbs, 4 oz

Weight on Driving Wheels (booster unit): 3 lbs, 13 oz

Tractive Effort (conventional control): 2 lb, 5 oz @ 11.8 VAC, 5.1 A, 60.2 W

Minimum Sustained Speed (command control): 8 scale mph @ 18.1 VAC, 3.0 A, 54.3 W

Maximum Tested Speed (command control): 60 scale mph @ 18.0 VAC, 3.3 A, 59.4 W

Test Train
Eight-car streamlined passenger; train weight 13 lbs; pull to move train 12 oz; 
O scale aluminum cars (amps for interior lights subtracted from all performance data)

TMCC and RailSounds electronics fill the control unit’s cab.

Only the motor, interconnect cable, and pantograph select switch occupy the booster unit.

At the End of the Run

If you’re a fan of brass locomotives as well as Pennsy electrics, the two-unit 
O-1 or O-1a could be a good candidate for your roster. I found them to be a hand-
some set of locomotives for pulling my 60´ Pennsy passenger, baggage, or mail
cars, especially on tight curves that preempted running my GG-1.




